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Learning Linens are clever, colorful sheet sets printed with preschool and early 
elementary learning activities to help children read.  

Parents participate by reading activity flash cards while children use a rechargeable 
flashlight named Poindexter to light the words. It’s especially fun at bedtime when the 
lights are out. Sneaky! 

Mix and match your favorite activities: ABCs, Sight Words, Rhyming Pairs and Word 
Families.
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For seventeen years, Mrs. Amy Poindexter has lit the way for young students of 
all academic levels. Formally trained in Gifted and Elementary Education, Mrs. 
Poindexter has applied her talents to various positions in primary schools, helping 
countless students succeed. 

She knows bedtime is normally reserved for stories and prayers, but she has found 
it a great time to learn. That is why she crafted Learning Linens: a fun, interactive 
way to expand your child’s mind.

Take Mrs. Poindexter’s word for it; learning at home is vital. Our schools expect a lot 
from our children, and often the classroom is not enough. To help your child succeed 
in school, look no further than Learning Linens, where only a few minutes a day with 
Mrs. Poindexter’s activities can provide real results in the classroom. 
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Each Learning Linens activity themed sheet set is 
packaged in the Learning Linens nap sack along with 
a rechargeable flashlight named Poindexter and two 
learning activity flash cards.
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Sheet Sets
Each Learning Linens activity themed sheet set is packaged in the Learning Linens nap sack along
with a rechargeable flashlight named Poindexter and two learning activity flash cards. Available in twin, full and queen sizes.

Learning Linens nap sack 
(front)

Learning Linens nap sack 
(back)

Parents, participate by reading the learning activities while your 
child uses their “Poindexter” fl ashlight to light the letters on the 
sheet. Especially fun at bedtime when the lights are out.  Have fun. 

Learning Activities:

1. Locate   the   letters   of   the   alphabet   in   order.

2. Recognize   each   letter   in  the   alphabet   (upper case and   lower case).

3. Match   the   uppercase and  the   lower case   letters.

4. Look   at   the   letter   and   say   the   sound   that   it   makes.

5. Practice   spelling   names   of   people   and   things.

6. Choose   a   letter   and   ask   which   letter   comes  before   or   after   it.

7. Name   all   of   the    letters by color.

8. Choose   a   letter   and   think   of   a   word   that   begins  with   that   letter.
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Learning Activities:

1. Choose one letter from the alphabet to make words for each family.   
    Word families are words with a common feature or pattern.

2. Spell the word as you say it.

3. Create a sentence using the words you make.

4. Choose one letter of the alphabet and see how many words you can   
    create with that letter.

5. Choose two letters (consonant blends) and make words: bl, br, tr, dr, cr,  
    cl, gr, gl, fl , fr, etc.

6. Play a rhyming word game: make a word and continue the pattern with  
    different letters creating different words that rhyme.
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Parents participate by reading activity fl ash cards while children 
use a rechargeable fl ashlight named Poindexter to light the words. 
It’s especially fun at bedtime when the lights are out. 

Learning Activities:

1. Pair   each   word   from   the   top   with   its   rhyming  word   at   the   bottom.

2. Practice   recognizing    words.

3. Think   of   more   rhyming   words   (real   or   make-believe).

4. Choose   a   word   and   use   it   in   a   sentence.

5. Practice   your   colors.

6. Read a word for your child and have him or her repeat it and fi nd it. You   
    can give clues such as the starting letter or color of the word. 

7. Play   GUESS   MY   WORD:   “It’s   a   red   word   and   has   four   letters.   It   starts  
    with...”
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Parents participate by reading activity fl ash cards while children 
use a rechargeable fl ashlight named Poindexter to light the words. 
It’s especially fun at bedtime when the lights are out. 

Learning Activities:

1. Read and practice words until learned by sight.

2. Choose one or more words and make a complete sentence.

3. Choose a word and use it in the form of a question.

4. Read a word for your child and have him or her repeat it and fi nd it. You  
    can give clues such as the starting letter or color of the word.

5. Play GUESS MY WORD: “It’s a green word and has 5 letters. It starts  
    with….”

6. Choose one or more words and create a story.  Using your imagination  
    is higher level thinking.
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Parents participate by reading activity fl ash cards while children 
use a rechargeable fl ashlight named Poindexter to light the words. 
It’s especially fun at bedtime when the lights are out. 

Alphabet ABCs / Rhyming Pairs Sheet Set Word Families / Sight Words Sheet Set
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Alphabet ABCs

Alphabet ABCs

Rhyming Pairs

Rhyming Pairs

Sight Words

Sight Words

Word Families

Word Families

Fitted Sheets

Flat Sheets
Twin (66” x 96”), Full (81” x 96”), Queen (90” x 96”)

Sold individually, twin (38” x 74” x 12”), full (54” x 74” x 12”), queen (60” x 80” x 13”)

Word Families / Sight Words Sheet Set
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Poindexter Teddy Bear
Add to the fun. Poindexter, the super-cute plush teddy bear, has a built-in pocket to hold the Poindexter flashlight for safe 
keeping. Practicing the Learning Linens activities is most fun with a friend or with this squishy blue, cuddly teddy bear! 
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Comforter set shown with fitted and flat sheet, pillow case, euro pillow, toss pillow and curtain panels.

Be Super Comforter Set
Twin Set includes one comforter (63”x 90”) and one standard sham (26” x 20”)
Full/Queen Set includes one comforter (88”x 90”) and two standard shams (26” 
x 20”)

Sheets
Word Families fitted sheet
Rhyming Pairs flat sheet
Available in twin, full and queen sizes.  

Additional Pillows
Yellow pillow case (30” x 21”)
Flame euro pillow (26” x 26”)
Blue toss pillow (16” x 16”)
 
Be Super Curtain Panel
Rod pocket panel (50” x 84”)

Be Super

Be Super!  Be yourself.  Be kind and helpful.  Be a hero when 
you stand up for what is right.  Be the best you can be.
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Comforter set shown with fitted and flat sheet, pillow case, euro pillow, toss pillow and curtain panels.

Brain Waves Comforter Set
Twin Set includes one comforter (63”x 90”) and one standard sham (26” x 20”)
Full/Queen Set includes one comforter (88”x 90”) and two standard shams (26” x 
20”)

Sheets
Alphabet ABCs fitted sheet
Sight Words flat sheet
Available in twin, full and queen sizes.

Additional Pillows
Orange standard pillow case (30” x 21”)
Blue euro pillow (26” x 26”)
Yellow toss pillow (16” x 16”)
 
Brain Waves Curtain Panel
Rod pocket panel (50” x 84”)

Brain Waves

Your Brain Waves, like a colorful rainbow, are unique in their 
own spectacular way.  Remember, what makes you different 
is what makes you beautiful! 



Comforter set shown with fitted and flat sheet, pillow case, euro pillow, toss pillow and curtain panel.

Smarty Cat Comforter Set
Twin Set includes one comforter (63”x 90”) and one standard sham (26” x 20”)
Full/Queen Set includes one comforter (88”x 90”) and two standard shams (26” 
x 20”)

Sheets
Rhyming Pairs fitted sheet
Alphabet ABCs flat sheet
Available in twin, full and queen sizes.  

Decorative Pillows
Green standard pillow case (30” x 21”)
Blue euro pillow (26” x 26”)
Orange toss pillow (16” x 16”)
 
Smarty Cat Curtain Panel
Rod pocket panel (50” x 84”)

Smarty Cat

Smarty Cat loves to learn and believes in you. Grow your 
brain, be curious and always stay motivated.
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Pillow Cases
Mix and match with Learning Linens sheets and comforter sets. Standard (30” x 21”) and Queen (34” x 20”).  
Pillow cases are sold individually or as a pair. 

Red

Green

Orange

Purple 

Yellow

Blue
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Toss Pillows and Euro Pillows 
Mix and match with your favorite colors and patterns. Each pillow includes a soft and fluffy polyester filled 
insert and the pillow covers unzip for easy cleaning. Toss pillows measure 16” x 16”. Euro pillows measure 
26” x 26”. 

Red
Euro and Toss Pillow

Blue
Euro and Toss Pillow

Orange
Euro and Toss Pillow

Flame
Euro and Toss Pillow

Be Super 
Euro Pillow

Yellow
Euro and Toss Pillow

Brain Waves 
Euro Pillow

Green
Euro and Toss Pillow

Smarty Cat 
Euro Pillow

Purple
Euro and Toss Pillow
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Rod Pocket Curtain Panels
Add colorful curtains to complete the room setting. Each panel measures 50” x 84”.  Rod pocket panels are 
sold individually. A pair of rod pocket panels will fit windows 30” to 60” wide.

Be Super

Yellow

Brain Waves

Green

Smarty Cat

Purple

Red

Blue

Orange
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Official Licensed Product 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
phone: 800-989-5435
email: sis@siscovers.com
web: www.siscovers.com
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